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in Schools



Structure
• Establish a routine. Routines can provide clear ex-

pectations, consistency, and comfort for students.
• Plan for rest breaks. Designate a space where stu-

dents can rest if they become tired or overstimu-
lated by the environment or activity.

• Encourage different modes of movement to transi-
tion between activities. This strengthens different 
muscles and encourages students to learn a new 
skill.

• Use music to signal transition. Songs can be used to 
signal when one activity is finished and another is 
about to begin.

• Utilize Unified Partners. Older students or students 
without intellectual disabilities, Unified Partners, 
can support younger students by serving as lead-
ers and facilitating activities.

Young Athletes in Schools

Young Athletes in Schools
As students explore the world around them through play, 
they learn many important concepts of life. Adding move-
ment into the classroom leads to a lifetime of activity. The 
benefits of physical activity and play go beyond sports. Special 
Olympics Young Athletes helps students interact with each oth-
er and develop important communication, learning, and self-
help skills. Starting motor activities early is important for stu-
dents with and without intellectual disabilities. Students who 
receive support at an early age will be more capable of various 
challenging movements and activities as they grow older.

Overview
Structure in Schools
• Frequency: at least one 

time per week; three times 
per week is best

• Timing: 30-45 minute 
session

• Setting: Indoors or  
outdoors

Space and Safety
• Not too big; not too small. Take time 

to read each activity. Make sure the 
space matches the needs of the ac-
tivity and the number of students in 
the group.

• Indoor vs. outdoor. Young Athletes is 
good for both indoor and outdoor ac-
tivity, but be mindful of spacing. De-
fine borders for safety.

• One space vs. two spaces. Many teach-
ers have run Young Athletes by divid-
ing classes into two groups. It may 
be beneficial to use a classroom and 
hallway to run two smaller groups at 
a time.

Key Points to Consider in the Classroom
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Sample Lesson Plan for “Jump” Activities

Warm-up (5 minutes)
• Follow the Leader/Simon Says
• Song: “Wheels on the Bus”

Group Activity (10-15 minutes)
• Jump by following the leader
• Jumping with two feet
• Course set up with changing direction while hopping on one foot 

Skill Development/Stations (10-15 minutes)
• Jump in place, jump with two feet
• Jumping forward/backward/side-to-side
• Students can use a skill from a current station to transition to the next station

Cool Down/Closing Song (5 minutes)
• Breathing Exercises
• Song: “If You’re Happy and You Know It”
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Young Athletes Lesson Plan Template

Young Athletes in Schools
Lesson Plans

Such an amazing inclusive field day for our 
@GlenHavenEagles! Thanks to @SpOlympicsMD 
for supporting our kids and our school!! And thanks 
to all the teachers and @MHatcher_PE who made 
the day run so well!! @MCPS

Get a group picture before your YAP
Opening Ceremony!



Equipment Needed: beanbags, arrows, poly spots, scarves

Young Athletes in Schools
Lesson 5: Dynamic Balance in Motion

Warm-Up
• “Athletes in the Class” to the melody of “Wheels 

on the Bus”

• Use simple stretches to get students focused 

and ready for the activity

• Athletes in the class will touch their toes

• Athletes in the class will jump up and down

• Athletes in the class will balance on one foot 

Skill Development/Stations
in order of level of challenge

Animal Games
• Ask children to pretend they are different  

animals by moving their bodies in different ways

• “Hop like a rabbit” “Gallop like a horse” “Run like 

a cheetah” “Crawl like a Bear” “Walk like a Crab”

Run and Carry
• Encourage children to run a distance, pick up an 

object from the ground, and run back to the  

starting point. Repeat several times for endurance 

Side Stepping
• Encourage students to face forward and step  

to the right or left onto a variety of floor  

markers. Beanbags can be placed on some 

markers. Students can pick up beanbags and 

move to different markers as they side step 

from one floor marker to the next

Skipping
• Encourage students to skip a distance, pick up 

an object from the ground and run back to the 

starting point. Repeat several times for  

endurance. You can also incorporate hopping, 

galloping, running, and sidestepping into a relay

Scarf Game
• Look where the scarf is going. Catch the scarf 

with your (hands, head, elbow, foot)

Bridges and Tunnels
• One student forms a tunnel by touching the 

ground with his/her feet and hands or by 

getting down onto hands and knees. The other 

crawl or scoot, under the tunnel. Once they go 

under the tunnel, have each student extend the 

tunnel (by forming a tunnel next to the person 

who started the activity)

Group Activity
I Spy
• I Spy with my little eye….an orange cone!  

Encourage students to find an object that is  

visible and everyone races to the object by 

walking or running. The I Spy game progresses 

as a teacher (or student) calls out the name of  

a piece of equipment and all students find  

that object

Cool Down/Closing
• Song: “If You’re Happy and You Know It”

• If you’re happy and you know it, clap and stomp 

(wiggle your body; fly like a bird: walk around 

with arms outstretched)

• Breathing exercises 

         
Suggestions for Classroom Teachers
• Have students move like an animal for any giv-

en day between classes

• For more foundational skills activities, refer to 

page 82–89 of the Special Olympics Young  

Athletes Activity Guide
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Activity Guide
Foundational Skills
Foundational skills help children become aware of 
themselves and their relationship to their surround-
ings. They also support basic health and physical 
fitness.

Body awareness, strength, flexibility, coordination 
and endurance are important for motor and social 
skills. Foundational skills promote development in 
all of these areas, which are essential for mobility at 
home and in school and the community.

Activities in this section include:
1. Scarf Games
2. Children’s Songs 
3. I Spy
4. Obstacle Course 
5. Musical Markers 
6. Tunnels and Bridges 
7. Animal Games
8. Parachute Games
9. Magic Carpet Ride
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Activity Guide
Foundational Skills
Scarf Games
Encourage children to follow the movement 
of the scarf with their head and eyes. Drop 
the scarf and encourage children to “catch” 
the scarf with their hand, head, foot or oth-
er body part.

Group Play
Children can play together by tossing scarves 
to one another, calling out numbers, colors 
or names of animals with every toss. For a 
greater challenge, encourage children to lis-
ten carefully for what to do with the scarf. 
For example, “If you have a green scarf, pass 
it to the person next to you” or “pass the 
scarf behind your back to the person next 
to you.”

Healthy Play
Have children try to name different fruits, 
vegetables or other healthy foods each time 
they toss the scarf.

Equipment Needed: Scarf

Children’s Songs
Encourage children to sing songs that asso-
ciate words with actions and body aware-
ness, such as “Wheels on the Bus” or oth-
er familiar action songs. A song such as “If 
You’re Happy and You Know It” can be used 
to encourage children to perform different 
activities like clapping, rubbing the belly, 

tapping the head and more. Have fun and 
ask children for ideas about what to do and 
how to move!

Healthy Play
Adapt locally popular songs to teach healthy 
habits, while also building body awareness. 
See the “Additional Resources” section for 
healthy lyrics to “Twinkle, Twinkle Little 
Star.”

I Spy
Encourage children to look around and no-
tice different items in the space. Ask chil-
dren to look for certain items and encourage 
them to run, walk or crawl to those items. 
Progress by asking children to identify col-
ors, shapes or healthy food items. Children 
can work in pairs to promote social skills.

Equipment Needed: Floor Markers, 
Beanbags

Tip for Observation
Encourage children to look in the 

direction they are walking or 

running and to keep their hips 

and feet facing forward.
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Activity Guide
Foundational Skills
Obstacle Course
Set up a basic obstacle course with any 
equipment you have, for example, hoops, 
beams, chairs or benches. Introduce vari-
ous concepts as the children complete the 
course, including:

Equipment Needed
• Cones
• Floor Markers
• Hoops
• Dowels
• Beams

Musical Markers
While music is playing, ask children to run, 
walk backwards, crawl or twist. When the 
music stops, have children find a floor mark-
er to stand on (sharing markers is allowed). 
Remove markers until there is only one 
large hoop in the center that all the children 
can share.

Healthy Play
When using floor markers, consider having 
floor markers that are shaped like healthy 
foods (like fruits and vegetables), printing 
out pictures, or associating various colors 
with fruits and vegetables. In the activity, 
when the music stops, ask children to stand 

on the fruits or vegetables to reinforce mak-
ing healthy decisions with food.

Equipment Needed
• Hoop
• Floor Markers

Tunnels and Bridges
Adults and children make tunnels by touch-
ing the ground with their feet and hands, 
sending their hips into the air. Other chil-
dren crawl through the tunnels. Adults and 
children make bridges by getting down onto 
hands and knees. Other children try to climb 
over the bridges.

Animal Games
Ask children to pretend that they are differ-
ent animals by moving their bodies in dif-
ferent ways. Picture books can help children 
see the animals and their movements.
• Bear Crawl: Have children bend down 

with their hands and feet on the ground. 
Encourage them to crawl or walk like a 
bear. Make sure the knees do not touch 
the floor. Growl for fun!

• Crab Walk: Have children sit on the 
floor with feet flat on the floor and knees 
bent. Hands are flat on the floor, slightly 
behind the body. Ask them to lift their 
hips off the floor and walk their hands 
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Activity Guide
Foundational Skills

and feet backwards. Then try crawling in 
different directions.

• Crabs and Fishes: Children pretend to 
be the Crab (see Crab Walk) and a ball is 
the Fish.  The coach begins the game by 
rolling the ball under children’s bottoms 
so that the fish is swimming through 
a sea of crabs. The ball can be pushed 
or kicked by the children to keep the  
game going.

Optional Activities

Parachute Games
Children and adults hold the edges of a para-
chute. Working together to move the para-
chute up and down, have an adult throw a 
ball or beanbag on top. The children try to 
keep the parachute moving, while keeping 
the ball or beanbag from falling off.

Group Play
Parachute games are a great way to end 
sessions with a group of children. Have chil-
dren make big waves with the parachute by 
slowly moving it up and down. Then have 
children let go of the parachute when their 
hands are above their head. Have children 
run to the center while a volunteer collects 
the parachute as it falls over the children.

Equipment Needed: Parachute (option: 
flat sheet), Ball

Magic Carpet Ride 
The child sits on a blanket, holding the  
edges. An adult grasps the other end of 
the blanket and pulls it so that the child 
slides along the floor. The adult can pull the  
blanket faster as the child becomes  
comfortable. Safety is important with this 
activity. Demonstrate the activity and  
ensure the child is able to hold on tight to 
the blanket to prevent them from falling off.

Equipment Needed: Blanket (option: 
sheet)

Tip for Observation

Make note of children’s 
ability to remember 

lyrics, activities, body 
parts or other important 

concepts. Reinforce those 
areas in other activities or

 self-help skills.
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Activity Guide
Walking and Running
Walking and running are skills that allow 
children to explore their environment. Both 
skills allow children to participate in a vari-
ety of recreational activities, sport games 
and learning experiences.

Activities in this section include:
1. Follow the Leader
2. Walk Tall 
3. Side Stepping 
4. Run and Carry 

5. Hidden Treasure 
6. Sticky Arms
7. Heavy Feet, Light Feet 
8. Fire Drill
9. Obstacle Course
10. Future Skaters

1 3 4

6
10
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Activity Guide
Walking and Running
Follow the Leader
Encourage children to “follow the leader” 
as you walk in different ways (like slow, fast 
or march) and move different parts of your 
body (like arms up or arms out). Then en-
courage children to take turns as the leader.

Group Play
Set up a path using hoops, cones, floor 
markers or other available equipment and 
encourage children to follow the path.

Walk Tall
Have children walk from one floor  
marker to another, standing tall with  
beanbags on their heads. Once children 
can do this without the beanbag falling, 
have them jog or run with the same tall  
posture. Placing a beanbag on the child’s head 
while walking or running encourages good  
posture and balance.

Equipment Needed
• Beanbags
• Floor Markers (option: cones)

Side Stepping
Encourage children to face forward and step 
to the right or left onto a variety of floor 
markers. Beanbags can be placed on some 

markers. Children can pick up the beanbags 
and move to different markers as they side 
step from one floor marker to the next.

Equipment Needed
• Floor markers
• Beanbags (option: soft toys)

Run and Carry
Encourage children to run a distance, pick 
up an object from the ground and run back 
to the starting point. Repeat several times 
for endurance. When playing with two or 
more children, they can pass the object to 
each other after running a distance. With 
large numbers of children, try relay teams 
and races.

Group Play
Have an adult stand in the middle of the 
space. Have children run by the adult, trying 
to get beanbags from one side to the other. 
The adult can only move along a straight 
line. If the adult tags a child, the child must 
“freeze”. The child stays frozen until another 
child tags them. Then both children can run 
to drop off beanbags on the opposite side.

Healthy Play
Use real, plastic or cloth foods as objects 
in the activity. Ask children to pick up the 
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Activity Guide
Walking and Running
object and run with it to a set of baskets  
labeled “healthy” or “unhealthy”. Ask  
children to categorize the food item. Use 
the activity to discuss what makes the food 
item healthy or unhealthy.

Equipment Needed: Beanbags

Hidden Treasure
Set up cones throughout the space. Under a 
few of the cones, hide a beanbag treasure. 
Ask children one at a time to walk or run 
(forward, backward or sideways) to a cone 
and see if there is a hidden treasure. If a 
treasure is found, it should be placed in the 
“treasure chest” box. If no treasure is found, 
the child should run to the end of the line. 
If all of the items or treasures are found  
before the last child has gone, the entire 
group wins.

Equipment Needed: Cones (option: 
stacking cups), Beanbags, Box

Sticky Arms
Create a zigzag course with cones. Have 
children run through the course with their 
arms “glued” to their sides. Then have chil-

dren run the course with their elbows bent 
and arms swinging. Time   the   children   and   
talk   about which way was easier and faster.

Equipment Needed: Cones (option: floor 
markers, tape or rope)

Heavy Feet, Light Feet
Have children run from one end of the 
room to another with “heavy feet”, or lots 
of stomping noises. Then have children run 
back with “light feet”, running on their toes 
and being as quiet as possible.

Equipment Needed: Floor markers
 

Fire Drill
Ask all but one child to stand in a line. While 
the children are passing a ball from one end 
of the line to the other, the one remaining 
child runs around the line. The child must 
try to get back to the start before the ball 
reaches the end. If the child is unsuccess-
ful, give the child another try and make the 
passing more difficult by passing behind the 
back or between the legs. Children should 
take turns running around the line.

Equipment Needed: Ball (option: 
Beanbag)
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Activity Guide
Walking and Running
Obstacle Course
Set up cones, floor markers, hoops and oth-
er equipment, and encourage children to 
walk, crawl, climb, jump or run through and 
around a series of obstacles. Begin with a 
straight course with similar activities at each 
“station” and progress to including a variety 
of movements, such as, zigzags or reversals. 
Demonstrate different types of running (like 
slow, fast, backward, and forward) and in-
corporate them throughout the obstacle 
course.

Equipment Needed
• Cones
• Floor Markers
• Hoops
• Dowels

Optional Activity

Future Skaters
Encourage children to move around a room 
without lifting their feet. Have them wear 
skates made from paper plates. Skating 
can be done with music or added to other 
games.

Equipment Needed: Paper plates (op-
tion: cardboard cartons cut in half or 
shoe-boxes)

Tips for Observation

To track a child’s progress in an activity, note 
how they do at the beginning of Young Athletes 
and then every four weeks to see if the child 
improves. Use these assessments to know when 
children need more practice and when they can 
move on to harder skill areas.

If the child’s arms are 
swinging across the body 
or not in opposition of 
the legs, correct this while 
standing or running
in place.


